INSTANT TOP UP GAME CONDITIONS
These Game Conditions apply, until amended or revised, to the INSTANT TOP UP lottery game.
1.0 Rules
1.1 INSTANT TOP UP is governed by the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation (OLG) Rules
Respecting Lottery Games which are available upon request and which include limitations of
liability.
1.2 Words used in the INSTANT TOP UP Game Conditions which are used in the OLG Rules
Respecting Lottery Games shall have the same meaning as those used in the OLG Rules Respecting
Lottery Games.
2.0 Game Participation
2.1 In INSTANT TOP UP:
(a) “eligible” refers to INSTANT tickets that are in an active state as indicated in OLG’s central
computer system;
(b) “INSTANT TOP UP” means the optional add-on game that can be added to all eligible
INSTANT product purchases;
(c) “Jackpot” refers to the jackpot that increases each time INSTANT TOP UP is played and the
jackpot is not won;
(d) “RNG” means the random number generator used by the Corporation for INSTANT TOP UP;
(e) “Video” refers to the game’s animation video played on the lottery terminal’s Customer Display
Unit (CDU) at retail when a ticket is purchased.
2.2 A player may participate by adding INSTANT TOP UP to the purchase of an eligible INSTANT
ticket, at an additional cost of $1, at the time of purchase or afterwards, as long as the ticket remains
eligible.
2.3 INSTANT TOP UP cannot be purchased/played without an eligible INSTANT ticket purchase.
2.4 An eligible INSTANT ticket can only be used once for the purchase of one (1) INSTANT TOP UP
ticket. A player can only purchase one INSTANT TOP UP ticket using their eligible INSTANT
ticket.
2.5 INSTANT TOP UP is available only by Quick Pick, and only at participating retail lottery terminals.
INSTANT TOP UP is not available on OLG.ca.
2.6 A player must pay the retailer for the INSTANT TOP UP ticket, and the retailer must receive such
payment, prior to the retailer delivering the ticket to the player.
2.7 An INSTANT TOP UP ticket is valid only for the estimated Jackpot in place at the time of purchase
as recorded in OLG’s central computer system and printed on the ticket. The INSTANT TOP UP
estimated Jackpot may be displayed and updated every 60 seconds on various media at retail, on
OLG.ca and on mobile applications (when available). All dollar amounts of the Jackpot advertised
by the Corporation are estimated and for information purposes only. If there is a discrepancy
between the Jackpot amount printed on the ticket or any advertised Jackpot amount and that which is
recorded in the central computer system, the information in the central computer system will govern.
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2.8 The prize structure and odds of winning for INSTANT TOP UP is separate from that of any eligible
INSTANT ticket used to play. The outcome of the ticket is determined by the RNG at the time of
purchase.
2.9 For each ticket requested and paid for, the central computer system will
(a) generate one (1) INSTANT TOP UP ticket;
(b) display on the CDU of the retailer’s terminal (when available):
(i)
one INSTANT TOP UP video; and
(ii) the player’s outcome generated for the wager.
(c) print the ticket after the CDU video has finished playing which displays
(i)
the ticket’s unique ticket control number;
(ii) the date and time of purchase;
(iii) the player’s outcome for the wager;
(iv) the validation barcode;
(v) the cost of the ticket;
(vii) the estimated Jackpot amount; and
(viii) other information pertinent to the game.
2.10 Advance Play, Repurchase and ENCORE are not available.
3.0 Prize Structure and Odds of Winning
3.1 Prize structure for INSTANT TOP UP:
(a) Winning tickets are determined by the RNG based on the following prize structure:
Prize Amount

Odds

Jackpot

1 in 2,000,000.00

$2,500

1 in 1,000,000.00

$1,000

1 in 166,666.67

$100

1 in 5,000.00

$25

1 in 1,000.00

$10

1 in 75.47

$5

1 in 31.25

$3

1 in 25.00

$2

1 in 88.89

Free Play

1 in 6.57

Overall odds of winning any prize: 1 in 4.00.
Overall odds of winning a cash prize: 1 in 10.23.
(b) A winner is entitled to only one prize per INSTANT TOP UP ticket.
(c) INSTANT TOP UP videos displayed on the CDU to reveal the outcome determined for the
transaction by the RNG are for entertainment purposes only. Once the outcome is determined, a
video is selected at random by the central computer system from a pool of videos applicable to each
potential outcome.
(d) The minimum INSTANT TOP UP Jackpot is $25,000. The Jackpot increases by $.05 with each
INSTANT TOP UP ticket sold until the Jackpot is won, at which time the Jackpot immediately
re-sets to the minimum $25,000 and begins to grow again with each subsequent INSTANT TOP
UP wager. There is no maximum dollar amount to the Jackpot; other than the minimum Jackpot
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of $25,000, the Jackpot is dependent on INSTANT TOP UP product sales and timing of the
Jackpot-winning selection.
(e) OLG reserves the right to adjust the minimum INSTANT TOP UP Jackpot at any time.
4.0 Conditions
4.1 A player must pay the retailer for their ticket, and the retailer must receive such payment, prior to the
retailer delivering the ticket to the player.
4.2 In the event of a Free Play win, the player will have the following two options:
(a) redeem the Free Play immediately by directing the retailer to proceed with the transaction; or
(b) redeem the Free Play at a later time by directing the retailer to end the transaction.
4.3 A player may not request the ticket to be cancelled, and the retailer may not cancel it, after the ticket
has been printed or after the retailer has initiated a Free Play transaction.
5.0 Miscellaneous
5.1 The Corporation may amend these Game Conditions at any time and in any manner.
5.2 The headings in these Game Conditions are for convenience of reference only and do not affect the
interpretation of these Game Conditions.
5.3 Unless otherwise specified by the Corporation, these Game Conditions are confirmed to be effective as
of June 1, 2021.
ONTARIO LOTTERY AND GAMING CORPORATION
June 1, 2021
Ce document est aussi disponible en français en composant le 1 800 387-0098.
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